CARE INSTRUCTIONS - SOFT
HOW TO MAINTAIN THE FUNCIONALITY OF YOUR PRODUCT
- Do not use fabric softener! This creates a thin layer on the fabric which enhances the soft feeling, but it also impairs the
moisture wicking ability and thus the quick drying.
- Use liquid detergent! Powder detergent may clog the structure of the fabric.
- Refresh the waterproofing treatment! Textiles with a water-repellent treatment usually lose their function after frequent
washing and extended use.
- Wash delicate items in a separate washing net to avoid friction and pilling.

ENVIRONMENT
- Washing as little as possible increases the durability of the product and saves water.
- Use less detergent to reduce chemicals released with wastewater.
- Save energy and air dry your laundry if possible.
- Use special laundry nets to prevent microplastics in the form of many loose fibers from entering the wastewater.
- If your clothes are no longer usable, use them as cloths to clean your bike, for example, and keep your eyes open for
other ways to reuse them!

PRIMALOFT
- Can be washed as normal in the washing machine.
- Do not spin too high (600 rpm).
- Shake while wet to maintain the original feel of the garment.
PADS
- Do not tumble dry.
- Use liquid detergent.
- Allow to dry lying down to keep their shape.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
- Each product comes with specific washing instructions. Please read them before washing.
- Untangle your clothes.
- If the labels have been cut off, always wash on a gentle cycle if in doubt.
- Sort your products by fabric type and wash them together (e.g. jersey with jersey).
- Keep dirty laundry in a well-ventilated room and do not leave it lying around too long.
- Always close all zippers and Velcro fasteners before washing.
- Do not iron directly over prints.
- Particularly stubborn stains (bicycle oil, chain oil, etc.) should be pretreated separately with an appropriate stain remover.
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